M.A. in Ed. & H.D. Organizational Leadership and Learning

Sample Curriculum

HOL 6700: Human Behavior in Organizations
HOL 6701: Adult Learning
HOL 6702: Organizational Change I
HOL 6703: Organizational Change II
HOL 6704: Leadership in Organizations
HOL 6746: Work Groups and Teams in Organizations
EDUC 6112: Quantitative Methods I

Sample Electives:

HOL 6708: Global Leadership
HOL 6709: Leadership Development
HOL 6743: Action Learning
HOL 6744: Meaning Workplaces

Internships/Field Experience

This program does not require an internship.

Career Path

Booz Allen Hamilton
Children’s National Health System
Northrop Grumman Corporation
IBM Consulting
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Deloitte

You know you want to...
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Transformation begins here. gsehd.gwu.edu